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Flotation 
Work Station

Easier.  Safer.  More Efficient Tissue Preparation.
Protecting Every Life Story In Your Lab.

Every ribbon section contains a tissue specimen that has a life story behind it.  It is essential 

that whole ribbon sections are properly collected without cracking or over-expansion.  The 

Flotation Work Station provides you optimum specimen viewing and the dependability & 

safety of up-to- date temperature controlled electronics ... combined with the convenience of a 

HISTOOrientatorTM for flattening sections and a heated slide dryer all in one compact unit. 

Histology Innovation for a NEW Generation
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Regulated Temperature Control Prevents Tissue Imperfections 
Microprocessor-controlled precise temperature regulation assures control of temperature fluctuation 
which prevents cracks and excessive separation of layers. 

Multiple Designs and Configurations To Best Fit Your Lab’s Needs
The small-footprint FWS-S and TFB-S models are ideal for crowded workspaces, and their deep-dish 
design enables more efficient ribbon floating and pickup. Options include front and side slide drying 
racks, a heated slide dryer and a HISTOOrientator™ pad for eliminating wrinkles. 

Easy To Clean and Keep Clean, Thus Reducing Slide to Slide Contamination
Histotechs like to keep their waterbaths clean, and we’ve made that process easier than ever.  The glass 
dish can be easily removed for cleaning, and all surface areas, including the chemical-resistant plastic 
housing, are easily accessible for cleaning.

LED Light Array For Optimum Specimen Viewing
The Flotation Work Station gives histotechs significantly more visibility to their work than typical 
waterbaths.  Each unit is equipped with an LED light array strategically positioned on the side of the 
glass dish away from the histotech so there’s maximum light on the ribbons with no glare.  This lighting 
works with the high-contrast background to give the histotech the best possible visibility.

MORE 

THAN JUST A 

WATERBATH!

A “Smart” Waterbath For 
Today’s Smart Labs
There are waterbaths...and then there is 

the Flotation Work Station.  A practical 

design combined with innovative 

features and microprocessor-controlled  

electronics brings a host of features 

not found in any typical waterbath.  

Equip your histotechs with smart tools 

that enable them to produce the best 

possible slides.
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TFB - S 
Low-profile 8”x”8 x2 ¼” 
deep dish versions

TFB-S (8”x11”x2”)
shown with side-mount-
ed slide drying rack 
(SDR-S)

FWS - S 
Low-profile 8”x”8 x2 ¼” 
deep dish versions

FWS-L (8”x11”x2”)
shown with 
front-mounted slide 
drying rack (SDR-FL)

8” x 11” Removable Glass 
Dish for Easy Cleaning

2” x 8” 
Slide Dryer

2” x 2” HISTOOrientator™

for Eliminating Wrinkles

Microprocessor temperature regulation. 
Optional programmable feature can have 
the instrument on when you arrive and 
turn-off at days-end

Magnetic on/off switch addresses 
reliablity issues of competitive 
mechanical switches

Microprocessor-Controlled
Heating, amb. to 65° C

Bright, energy conserving 
LED light array positioned 
for improved tissue 
viewing w/o glare

Slide rack accessory for drain-drying slides 
can be ordered for positioning on the front 
or on either side of the bath.

Convenient trough for 
positioning blotting paper to 
accelerate slide drying

Heat-Resistant Plastic Housing 
maintains indefinite cosmetic 
appearance

Low-Profile for 
user comfort

Attachable 

Slide Drying 

Racks 

Available




